
# Title Status Description Impact Statement Target 
Release

281 Employee Review Evaluated By Field In Progress This change updates how 
Workday processes, displays, 
and populates the Evaluated 
By field in employee reviews to 
improve performance.

The 'Evaluated By' field will not auto-populate the 
manager's name before the evaluation has been 
submitted. If an employee review is delegated or 
reassigned, the name of the submitter will be in 
the the 'Evaluated By' field.

WD2024R1

285 Direct Case Assignment In Progress When creating cases through 
Advanced task, this enables 
Case Solvers to directly assign 
cases to Service Teams or 
Service Team Members. 

The preferred method of creating Help Cases by 
someone who is a Case Solver is to use the 
standard 'Create Case' task, but there is also a 
'Create Case Advanced' task. If you decide to 
use the Advanced task for creating cases you will 
have the option to assign the case directly to a 
Case Solver in that Solving Team.  Do not 
directly assign a case to someone unless you 
have talked to them and they are expecting it.

WD2024R1

288 Pop-Up User Interface Enhancements In Progress Pop Up adjustments to 
improve user experience.

Pop-ups will now have a page header with an 'X' 
to close the window. The footer in pop-ups is 
now right justified and the 'OK' and 'Cancel' 
buttons are inverted.

WD2024R1

308 Security and Reporting for Extended 
Enterprise Affiliations

In Progress Enable constrained security 
groups to view and report on 
affiliations.

This will increase reporting fields available to use 
related Extended Enterprise Affiliations.

WD2024R1

315 Learning - Miscellaneous 
Enhancements - Mass Enroll into 
Course Offering

Will Not Do New Mass Enroll into Course 
Offering task, which you can 
access directly through related 
actions on any report with your 
course offerings, and mass 
enroll learners into course 
offerings.

During analysis it was discovered that this 
feature is incompatible with our current elevated 
learning roles configuration.

WD2024R1



317 Self-Service Profile Management for 
Extended Enterprise

Will Not Do Enhance the Extended 
Enterprise user experience by 
enabling users to edit some of 
their own personal information 
on their external learning user 
profile.

Once evaluated, it was decided this feature 
would cause more confusion and would not be a 
benefit to EEL's or the Affiliation Managers that 
support them. The EEL could only make 
changes to their name, phone number and add 
an Alternate Email address. The Alternate email 
address does not allow notifications to be sent to 
that address, it only allows an instructor to have 
an alternate email if the primary is not working or 
being responded to.  The Primary email address 
still needs to be updated by an Affiliation 
Manager. 

The Central Learning Admins feel this update 
sets unrealistic expectations that EEL's have the 
ability to make changes to their profiles that will 
impact their learning notifications.  Since the 
Alternate email address can only be incorporated 
into reports, and not into any kind of notification, 
this update does not make any positive change 
for the EEL or the Affiliation Mangers that 
support them.

WD2024R1

342 Skills Cloud for Candidate Pools In Progress Enhance candidate pools by 
enabling you to select Skill 
Cloud skills for dynamic 
candidate pool membership.

This allows recruiters to be able to use Skills 
Cloud skills when selecting filtering criteria in the 
Candidate Skills field when creating or editing 
Dynamic Candidate Pools. Workday will search 
the candidate's skills section of their application 
and return candidates with at least one matching 
skill. 

WD2024R1

349 Attachments Settings in BP Toolbar for 
Change Job

In Progress With this release we update 
the Change Job business 
process to support Attachment 
Settings in BP Toolbar to make 
it easier for you to manage 
attachments.

Users can now drag and drop attachments to the 
Change Job Event.

WD2024R1



522 Redesigned Create Check-In and Edit 
Check-In Tasks

In Progress Workday 2024R1 improves the 
user experience for check-ins 
by redesigning the Create 
Check-In and Edit Check-In 
tasks so that the Manage 
Topics section is now visible 
without scrolling.

Users will see a slight difference, as Topics 
expand on the same page, instead of opening a 
new page. 

WD2024R1

523 Goals: User Experience Redesign In Progress Workday continues to enhance 
the Goals user experience for 
easier navigability, usability, 
and click-through. 

Employees who take advantage of the Goals 
functionality in Workday will see a few changes 
to the following:

Clickable Fields in Goal Cards
Goal Cards Side Panel
Archive or Unarchive Goals Button
Category Field Displayed on Goal Cards
Updated Goal Cards Icons

WD2024R1

524 Relocate Announcements on Workday 
Home Page

In Progress Move the Announcements 
section higher up on the 
homepage.

Announcements will now be displayed above the 
'Your Top Apps' section of your Homepage to 
highlight messages that are important to you.

WD2024R1

525 Team Highlights for Managers on 
Workday Home

In Progress Further improvement to the 
manager experience on the 
Home page. We deliver more 
personalized content and 
contextual insights to 
managers in moments that 
matter the most.

The Team Highlights section on the homepage 
for managers will now display when development 
items are overdue or when there is an upcoming 
check-in.

WD2024R1

527 Recruiting History Timeline - 
Confirmed Opt-In for Email 
Communications

In Progress Workday updates the 
Recruiting History timeline and 
confirmation messages for the 
Send Message and Invite to 
Apply tasks to inform users 
when email communications 
are subject to the Confirmed 
Opt-In feature. 

Recruiter will be able to more easily identify and 
track confirm opt-in emails and communications 
with applicants through the Recruiting History 
Timeline.

WD2024R1
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